
Strategies Applied:

•First of all, we tripled the recipe and poured the extra into a pitcher – what I 

found was it was actually much better the NEXT day; the spices had better 

infused their flavor and dropped to the bottom, where I carefully left them when

I poured, the flavor was smoother, and they were ready after a quick heat in the

microwave. I did try to filter the spices out by adding them to the coffee and 

they just clogged up the filter.
•What was surprising to me is that this was actually good ice-cold! Talk about 

drinking pumpkin pie…it did need a stir as there are no stabilizers or artificial 

ingredients in this.
•Coffee: I bought Hill Brothers since it was on sale, and the brand I had planned

on buying on sale with a coupon was completely sold out. Large can, 2 pounds, 

1.9 ounces. I measured out at 1 tablespoon per cup and came up with 104 

servings. I’ve never bought coffee before, and was under the assumption that 

this can was $7.99. I should have watched at the register, because my receipt 

showed $12.81! That works out $.12 per cup.
•Milk: Last bought at $2.79 for a gallon, cost for this recipe is $.34.

•Pumpkin Puree: I use the store brand – $1.79 for 29 ounces. Between now 

and Thanksgiving is a great time to stock up on pumpkin puree: 3 tablespoons 

is 1.22 ounces, there will be about 24 three tablespoon portions in this can, 

each costing $.07.
•Freeze the pumpkin in ice-cube trays, pop out and put in a zip bag in the 

freezer so as not to waste any. I think I’ll experiment on mixing a batch of 

pumpkin with the spices and sugar and then freezing – I’m not positive, yet, if it

will work; the sugar may make the pumpkin too soft to freeze solidly – or I may 

at some point try to infuse my own pumpkin syrup.
•Vanilla: I decided to forgo the vanilla altogether and add a teaspoon of 

brandy, instead. I like the subtle hint of flavor, and the cost is about 5 cents. 

(Depending, of course, on what kind of brandy you use.) There is alcohol in 

vanilla, so a teaspoon of brandy is actually LESS alcohol.
•Sugar: negligible

Whipped Cream:

You have several options, and all will drastically change the cost and probably will 



change the quality as well as the nutritional values. The most frugal and 

healthiest: Omit the whipping cream.

•This is one time I might consider buying whipped cream in a can – you can 

have a squirt every day. If you do this, look for sales and coupons and by 

around Holidays.
•We made our own whipping cream, with a bit of confectioner’s sugar and, 

again, I used just a teensy splash of brandy. I maximized my very expensive 

whipping cream by not wasting any and controlling the portions and froze it for 

later. It’s so good, everyone will think you’re clever, no one will know you’re 

cheap! Cost for a dollop: 15 cents. 
•Last option would be to use a Cool Whip type topping; my son really liked this, 

me, not so much, but it was quick and easy. We also get Cool Whip free from 

time to time around Holidays with a coupon and great sale, so I usually have an

“emergency” tub in the freezer.
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